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2â May 2008

Ms Margaret Arblaster
General Manager Transport & Prices Oversight
Regulatory Affairs Division
ACCC
GPO Box 520
Melbourne VIC 3CIt1

Dear Ms Arblaster

AUSTRALIAN RAIL TRACK CORPORATION LTD
2OO7 ARTC INTERSTATE ACTESS UNDERTAKING

ACCC NHAFT DECISION

ARTC SUBMISSION

ARTC has now reviewed your Draft Decision in relation to the 2007 ARTC
lnterstate Access Undertaking released on 29 April 20CI8. We note the A0tt's
Draft Decision is to accept ARTC's December Undertaking subject to ARTC

addressirtg a number of issues raised by the ACtt,

We note that the Draft Decision follows substantial consultation between AFTTC

and the ACÇC in relation to AFITC's original June Undêrtaking where ARTü
made a substantial number of amendmenls in order to address industry and the ..

ACCC's concerns.

ARTC recognises that, in its Draft Decision, the ACCC has sought to establish a
reasonable balance of the interests of all stakeholders, and supports the ACCC
Draft Decision in this regard" Accordingly, ARTC is minded to accept, in
principle, the ACCC's recommendations in tlre Draft Decision, althouglt
reluctantly in some oâses, and subject to achieving an agreeable solution, with

the ACCC, that addresses ARTC's issues in relation to some of the
reGommendations.



By and large, these issues relate to the industry and competitive outcomes, and
the practical application of the recommendations, The issues and ARTC's
proposed amendments in relation to each recommendation are detailcd at
Attachment 1.

Please note that this submission and Attachment 1 are provided to the ACCC
on a wilhout prejudice basis and do not represent ARTC's final position on any
matter.

lf you are questions: in relalion to the preparation of this submission, please
contact G le n n Edwa rds (08 82 1 74292) $tçSwffçlå-ffi"il1ç=üpmß-U.

Yours since rely
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Oavid Marchant
Chief Executive OfTicer
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ATTACHMENT

ARTC 2OO7 INTERSTATE ACGESS UNDERTAKING

ACCC DRAFT DECISION . RECOMMENDATIONS

ARTC ISSUES AND PROPOSALS

ACCC Recommendation ARTC Position/lssues/Proposal

The ACCC's preliminary view is that clause
1.1(f) of the Preamble be moved to clause 1.2

to become an objective of the Undertaking.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendal
ARTC proposes to amend clauses 1.1(f) as follows:

0 ARTC has prepared this Undeftaking voluntarily in
pursuance of its chafter objectives.

and inse¡t new subclause 1.2(a) as follows:

(a) provide a framework to manage negotiations with
Applicants for Access to the Netvvork for the purpose of
operating Servlces,

Administration of the

That the details provided on the geographic

scope of the Undertaking for the NSW leased
network be similar to that provided for the
ARTC owned and Victorian leased parts of the
network; and

That the Undertaking include maps that
delineate the network covered by the
Undertaking.

ARTC has proposed to increase the level of detail in relation to the
textual description of the NSW network to be more consistent with
other parts of the Network.

ln relation to the diagrams provided by ARTC during earlier
consultation, ARTC would expect that a number of changes may
occur each year, particularly during the investment program. These

changes are generally fairly minor (such as adding a loop, extending
a loop, decommissioning a loop or siding etc).

ARTC is concerned that such changes may technically give rise to
an amendment to the Undertaking necessitating the review process

contemplated in clause 2.4 of lhe Undertaking. The consultation
requirements imposed on both ARTC and the ACCC by this clause
would almost always be excessive and unnecessary in these
circumstances.

ARTC proposes to publish diagrams (of the type previously
presented during consultation) on ¡ts website that reflect the
Network as at Commencement Date, and updated maps to reflect
any amendments that occur from time to time.

ARTC proposes to incorporate the diagrams at Schedule E of the
Undertaking (and similarly in the lndicative Access Agreement)
subject to achieving an agreeable solution, with the ACCC, that
addresses ARTC's issue described above. ln any event, where the
textual description of the Network incorporated at Schedule E

changes, ARTC proposes to treat this as a variation to the
Undertaking.

A proposed wording of Schedule E and an example diagram for
discussion is provided at Attachment 1A.



ACCC Recommendation ARTC Position/lssues/Proposal

Recommendation:

The ACCC's preliminary view is that the ARTC

Undertaking should be amended to replace clause

2.2with:

ARTC unde¡lakes to the ACCC that it will comply
with the terms and conditions specified in this

Undeñaking in relation to the grant of Access fo
Operators to the Network for Servlces. Ihrs
Undertaking takes effect twentyone (21) days after
it is accepted by the ACCC subjecf fo secfþfl
44ZZBF of the Act and will cpntinue until the earlier
to occur of:
(a) the expiry of the Term; or
(b) withdrawal of this Undeftaking in accordance
with its terms and the Act.

Recommendation:

The ACCC's preliminary view is that Clause 2.2 of
the December Undertaking should þe amended to
address the following:

r Three months prior to the expiry of the term of
the Undertaking ARTC will submit to the ACCC
a written statement outlining whether or not it
intends submit a new voluntary Undertaking to
the ACCC for its consideration;

. lf ARTC intends to submit a new voluntary

Undertaking to the ACCC for its consideration
ARTC would also apply to the ACCC for an

extension of the expiring Undertaking, pursuant

to Part lllA s.44ZZBB of the TPA;
¡ The extension application would include a

proposed extension period which, in ARTC's
view, reasonably estimates the time it would
take for ARTC to formulate a new Undertaking
and have that Undertak¡ng take effect following
approval by the AGCC;

¡ lf ARTC does not propose to submit to the
ACCC a new voluntary undertaking the
recommendations above would not be

applicable. Nothing in the clause would prevent

ARTC from submitting a voluntary Undertaking
to the ACCC at any time in the future.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendation.
ARTC proposes to amend clause 2.2 in accordance with the
ACCC's wording.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendat¡on.
ARTC proposes to amend clause 2.2 to include sub-clauses (b) to
(e) as follows:

(a) Not later than three (3) months pr¡or to the expiry of
the Term of the Undeftaking ARTC will submit to the ACCC a
written statement outlining whether or not it intends to submit
a new voluntary Undeftaking to the ACCC for /ts
consideration.

(b) lf ARTC intends to submit a new votuntary Ltndeftaking
to the ACCC far its consideration; ARTC witt also apply to the
ACCC for an extension of the expiring Undeftaking.

(c) The application for extension would include a proposed
extension period which, in ARi'C's view, reasonably
esfrnafes the time it would take for ARTC to formutate a new
Undertaking and have that Undertaking take effect fottowing
approval by the ACCC.

(d) lf ARTC does not propose to submit to the ACCC a
new voluntary Undeñaking then clause (b) to (d) would not
be applicable. Nothing in this clause would prevent ARTC
from submitting a voluntary Undertaking to the ACCC at any
time during the Term of this Undertaking.



ACCC Recommendation ARTC Position/lssues/Proposal
D.2.4. Review of the Undertaking
Recommendation:

That the Undertaking include a provision

requiring ARTC to undertake a review, in

consultation with stakeholders, of the
Undertaking after five years.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendation.
ARTC proposes to include new clause 2.4(f) as follows:

(0 As soon as practicable after the fifth (ïth) anniversary
of the Commencement Date, ARTC will undertake a review
of the Undeftaking, in consultation with Operators. The

review will consider any material impact that changes to

industry circumstances or Government policy may have on

the consistency of the Underfaking taking into consideration
the objectives prescrbed at clause 1.2.

D.3.6.1. Commencement and Cessation of

That Clause 3.1O(b)(vi) of the December
Undertaking be amended to require ARTC to
provide written reasons to an applicant where it

decides to issue a notice of intent to end
negotiations.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendation.
ARTC proposes to amend clause 3.10(b)(iv) as follows:

(iv) ¡f ARTC receives evidence confirming that the Applicant
no longer safr.sfies the prudential requirements of clause
3.4(d), on receiving such ev¡dence ARTC will advise the
Applicant of such evidence and rssue a notice of intent to end
the negotiation period, to become effective ten (10) Busrness
Days after fhe rssue of the notice. Where ARTC rssues a

notice of intent, ARTC will provide to the Applicant written
reasons for its decision to end the negotiation period.



D.3.7. Access Agreements
Recommendation:

r The ACCC's preliminary view is that the
provisions in clause 3.11 should be amended to

read as follows:
(a) The granting of Access will be finalised by the

execution of an Access Agreement. The pañies to
the Access Agreement will be ARTC and:
(i) lf the Applicant is an Accredited Operator, that
Applicanf or
(¡i) lf the Applicant is not an Accredited Operator,
that Applicant or the Accredited Operator or both (as

fhe case may be).

(b) Subject to clause 3.11(c) ARTC may offer any of
the following as an Access Agreement:
(i) the Indicative Access Agreement subject to the
Applicant satisfying the prudential requirements in

clause 3.4(d); or
(ii) the current available market terms and
conditions as published on ARTC's website; or
(iii) an negotiated Access Agreement to reflect
agreed amendments fo fhe Access Agreement. A
negotiated Access Agreement will, unless otherwise
agreed between ARTC and the Applicant at least

address the essential elements sef ouf in Schedule
C. The details of Schedule C do not provide an
exhaustive list of the rssues fhaf may be included in
an Access Agreement.
(c) ARTC must offer the lndicative Access
Agreement to an Applicant if the Applicant:
(r/ seeks access to Indicative Seruice; and
(ii) meets the prudential requirements Ìn clause
3.4(d);and
(iii) either:
(A) the Network has sufficient Available Capacity to
meet the Applicant's needs; or

F) ARIC consenfs to provide Additional Capacity in
accordance with clause 6.2.
(d) Once the Applicant has notified ARTC that it is
safr'sfied with the terms and conditions of the Access
Agreement as drafted, ARTC will, as soon as
reasonably practicable, provide a final Access
Agreement (or, if applicable, an amendment to an
existing Access Agreement) to the Applicant for
execution.
(e) Where the ARTC offers an Access Agreement
and the Applicant accepts the terms and conditions
offered in that Access Agreement, both ARTC and
the Applicant will execute fhe Access Agreement.
The parties will use reasonaþle endeavours to
comply with this c/ause as soon as practicable.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendation
and proposes to replace clause 3.11 with the ACCC's wording.



ACCC Recommendation ARTC Position/lssues/Proposal

The ACCC's preliminary view is that the ARTC
Undertaking should be amended so that price

increases for indicative services can only be
implemented once a year.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendation.
ARTC proposes to amend clause 4.6(d) as follows:

d) ARTC may annually vary the lndicative Access Charges
lndicative Serylces ("Review Date") by up to an amounl

ined in accordance with the following formula:

ARTC may vary some or all of the lndicaflye ,Access Charges
for lndicative Seryices more than once in any period betvveen

consecutive Determination Dates provided that the total of
the variations do not exceed TV¡for earlier of the two relevant
Determination Dates.

ARTC will make similar amendments where needed to the lAA.

D.4.6. Excess Network Occupancy Charge
Recommendation
The ACCC's preliminary view is that the ARTC
Undertaking should be amended to include
provisions to the following effect:

. . A new provision committing ARTC not to apply
the ENOC in cases where a new contract must
include a schedule with excessive transit times
because a better path is not available; and

A new provision committing ARTC not to
charge the ENOC when the reason why the
contracted train path is not available is ARTC's
fault.

ARTC has no substantive issue in relation to the recommendat¡on.
ARïC proposes to insert a new clause 4.5(e) adopting words
cons¡stent with ARTC commitment in the Explanatory Memorandum
as follows:

') The excess network occupancy component will only apply
the Applicanf seeks ta contract a Train Path that

ires more time on the Network than is made available by
TC based on normal parameters for sectÌon run times for
applicable Train seruice type as determined by ARTC and
operational activities whilst the TraÌn occupies the Network
specified at clause 4.6(c).

ARTC considers this amendment unnecessary where clause 4.5(d)
explicitly says that ENOC applies 'except where othenruise provided
in the Access Agreement' (where this commitment is stated at
clause 4.3(b)). Nevertheless, ARTC proposes to insert a new
clause 4.5(f) consistent with the wording in Schedule D as follows:

Ø ln relation to utilisation of a contracted Train Path, the
network occupancy component will not be charged in

insfances where ARTC is not able to provide the contracted
Train Path or an agreed subsf/ufe Train Path except where

failure to provide the contracted Train Path is a result of an
lncident, Third Pafty Works or an emergency.

Additional definitions as needed would also be included.



ACCC Recommendation ARTC Position/lssues/Proposal

The ACCC's preliminary view is that the WACC
parameters that ARTC has provided are

broadly reasonable with the exception of
gamma. The ACCC recommends that ARTC

amend its gamma from 0.30 to 0.50.

ARTC has noted the arguments put fonrvard by the
supporting the use of gamma at 0.5. ARTC does not consider
these arguments necessarily are any stronger than those put
forward by ARTC. ARTC considers that the gamma of 0.3 proposed

in the December Undertaking represents a reasonable compromise
given the uncertainties around this parameter and recent regulatory
positions. Nevertheless, it seems that the use of gamma at 0.5
does not significantly affect the post-tax nominal WACC and ARTC
reluctantly accepts the ACCC's recommendation.

ARTC proposes to publish floor and ceiling limits on its website
using a rate of return with gamma at 0.5 at the appropriate time.

D.6.3. Capacity Reservation Fee

, The Capacity reservation charge be deleted
from the Undertaking,

ln its June Undertaking, ARTC proposed to introduce the concept of
capacity reservation to the undertaking as a means to promote

access and utilisation of the network. To address potential
opportunity cost (and to mitigate commercial disincentives to ARTC
in allowing reservation of potentially scarce capacity on the Network)
and the risk of hoarding ARTC proposed to apply a reservation fee
which would have regard to the relevant opportunity cost. ARTC
subsequently further prescribed a cap to the fee.

ARTC notes the ACCC's concerns that a fee may discourage entry
to the network and that ARTC's proposed methodology is 'likely to
result in the fee being imposed where there is little or no opportunity
cost of reserving capacity and the costs of capacity hoarding are
low'.

ARTC contends that its commercial motivation to encourage access
and new entry to the network, lhe explicit recognition in clause 5.2 of
the Undertaking to have regard to the opportunity cost in

determining a fee, and the inclusion of a cap would have provided
more than sufficient constraint on ARTC imposing a fee that was
inappropriately excessive.

ARTC also contends that it is more likely that a customer would
seek to reserve capacity or hoard capacity where the network was
congested, and where there was a risk that the capacity would not
remain uncommitted or where there was a significant competitive
advantage respectively.

ARTC is disappointed that the ACCC has recommended that no fee
apply. Whilst this now prevents a fee from being applied where
there is no opportunity cost, it also reduces ARTC incentive to
permit reservation at congested times where demand is most likely,
and so defeats the purpose of permitting reservation in the first
place.

lf the ACCC is minded to maintain its position in the Draft Decision
then ARTC would propose to remove clause 5.2(b) but suggests
that the outcome would be less desirable as described above.

ARTG would prefer to discuss the recommendation with the AGCC
with a view to achieving an agreeable solution to address ARTC
concerns above, and retaining the fee. ln this regard ARTC would
consider further reducing the cap in relation to the reservation fee.



ACCC Recommendation ARTC Position/lssues/Proposal

The ACCC's preliminary view is that the ARTC
Undertaking should be amended to include a

provision in Part 6 to the following effect:

6. 5 lndustry Consultation
ln regard to Additional Capacity sought in
accordance with clauses 6.2 and 6.3, ARTC must:
(i) provide above Operators with a reasonable
opportunity to present their views to it regarding
Additional Capacity sought by either an Applicant or
by it; and
(ii) circulate a summary of the results of consultation
to stakeholders including reasons for disagreeing
with Operators' views (where applicable).

ARTC maintains the position that it is commercially motivated to
consult effectively with customers in orderto mit¡gate its own risk in

investing on the interstate network where returns are suboptimal.

The ACCC's recommendation to formally oblige ARTC to consult
appears to be based on evidence cited by some stakeholders.
ARTC has been unable to locate such evidence in public
submissions.

ARTC has provided significant evidence of consultation around its

investment program to date and would be happy to provide

evidence of more detailed consultation undertaken where
specifically sought by customers and going even further to that
provided for in the recommendation. Even effective consultation
does not deliver an outcome pursued by a proponent in all cases.

ARTC is also concerned that placing an obligation on it to provide

reasons for disagreeing may imply a need to thoroughly evaluate
proposals in all cases, ARTC would normally do this but as, on the
interstate network, ARTC is unable to get a commercial return from
customers or investment is funded by Government Grants, there is
little constraint on customers seeking a range of investments of
varying complexity and size that may provide benefits to them
without consideration for cost, value, or equity and to which ARTC
must now respond with a detailed evaluation.

The wording of the ACCC recommendation also has ARTC
disclosing Additional Capacity sought by an Applicant who may not
wish their request to be made public for genuine commercial
reasons.

Nevertheless, to address the ACCC's concerns regarding industry
perception, ARTC proposes to insert a new clause 6.5 that is largely
consistent with the ACCC's recommendation as follows :

.5 lndustryConsultation

In regard to the planning for Additional Capacity on the
Network ARTC will:

(a) provide Operators with a reasonable opportunity to
present their views regarding Additional Capacity;

(b) outline lfs ylews regarding Additional Capacity; and

(c) circulate a summary of the resu/fs of consultation
regarding Additional Capacity to the Operators including,
where applicable, reasons for d,sagreeing with Operators'
views.

It should be noted that clause 6.2 already provides for ARTC to
provide wr¡tten reasons for the basis of its decisions on request.
The proposed wording above also enables an Applicant to
voluntarily disclose their needs without ARTC disclosing the
Applicants commercial intentions.



ATTACHMENT 1A

PROPOSED SCHEDULE E WORDING FOR DISCUSSION



SCHEDULE E

Network

South Australia, part Western Australia (Kalgoorlie to WA/SA border) and part New South
\üales (SA/NSW border to Broken Hill)

Il¡¡r$ I

1. Tarcoola - Asia Pacific Interfaee Point

Mainline from the 504.5 kms mark to the 510.85 kms mark.

2. Kalgoorlie to Crystal Brook

Mainline from the eastern end of Kalgoorlie at 1781.500 kms to Crystal Brook including all
tracks, turnouts and signals forming the Crystal Brook and Coonamia triangle.

3. Port Augusta to Whyalla

Mainline from the point of connection with the Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta line to the main

line facing points located at 166.590 kms at the nofthern entrance to the Whyalla yard.

4. Crystal Brook to Broken Hill

Mainline fiom the eastern end of the Crystal Brook triangle to the western end of Broken Hill
at 391.990 kms.

5. Crystal Brook to Dry Creek

Mainline from the southern end of the Crystal Brook triangle to the southern apex of the Dry
Creek triangle,

6. Adelaide Metropolitan Area

6.1 Mainline tiom Dry Creek including all tracks, points and signals fÌlrming the Dry
Creek triangle to Port Adelaide Junction (signal 1 1 5 5 ).

6.2 Mainline fi'om Glanville (signal 1456) to Pelican PoinlOuter Harbour.

6.3 Mainline from Gillman Junction to a point approximately 100 metres before the
Eastern Parade level crossing at Port Adelaide flat.

7. Dry Creek to the South Australian/V'ictorian border

Mainline from the southern apex of Dry Creek Triangle to the Victolian border aT 313.210

kms.

8. Crossing Loops

All crossing loops within each corridor described above nncl. lirl thc nvoic]¡urçe ol'dr¡ubl. as

cÌesclilr*d in lhr; nctç'tr¡li r:¡:¡rfi*rtration maps inrx-rrprlatr:il ìn Part 11.

9. Authority Points

All other rail track connecting rvith those running lines within each corridor described above

between the mainline and the last signal, derail or other point of authority on that rail track
protecting access to the running line and^ Iì:r lirc *voidanct o1'clur¡ht . as d*scrìbed in lhe
nctri'c¡r'k confìgurntìnn nu¡rsi iutx.rr'¡:r.u'irtcd iri |tar"t ?.
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Vi{{cu"i$$ L*¡rs*

Part I - Mainline South Australia to Melbourne*

Location Boundary

Marked distance 463.687 km
SA/VIC Border

Mainline including crossing loops" dual gauge, tul'nouts, Last long timber at turnouts to sidings and diamond
and diamond ¡¡ncl^ fì¡r' the *voiduucr r¡l'doubt. ils dersclib*d crossings
in ïhc uctlr,ork. coniì.1tui'*tion nrit¡rri in*crpr-rr"ntcd in Furt ,.1

Dirnboola
Muftoa
Maroona

Gheringhap

North Geelong "C"

Newport

Brooklyn

Sims Street Junction

Last long timber to Yaapeet branch line
Last long timber to Hopetoun branch line
Last long timber to Portland branch line
Last long timber at Divergence of dual gauge at Butcher
Road 81.600 km

Last long timber at divergence of dual gauge

Last long timber at divergence ofdual gauge

Last long timber at divergence ofdual gauge

Ref "Part 3 - Melbourne Boundaries"

Part2 - Mainline New South Wales to Melbourne*

Location Boundary

Marked distance 304.163 km
AlburY**

Mainline including crossing loops, clipple roads, dual Last long timber at turnouts to sidings (other than cripple
gauge, turnouts, and diamond *nd. tol thr nr,oicll*lcn ol' roads) and diamond crossings
rlnubt. irs clcs*rìbt.lil in th* nctrvcrllç *onlì*r.ilatiou rna¡rs
inr:i:rt'¡:olal*if in llü.rt,{

Somefton
Mclntyre

Sims Street Junction

Last long timber in turnout to No. 3
Last long timber in turnout No. 2
Ref "Part 3 - Melbourne Boundaries"

*To the extent that such railway lines are owned by ARTC or leased by Victorian Rail Track to ARTC.

** To the extent that such railway lines are leased by RIC and SRA to ARTC.



Part 3 - Melbourne* Boundaries

South Dynon Junction to Spencer Street

Location Boundary

SSTI84
Spencer Street signal

Reversing Loop Junction Last long timber in the mixed gauge
Contrans Siding Dwarf Signal 204
South Dynon Terminal (east end) Dwarf Signals 214 &,210

Dwarf Signals 126,228,230 &232
South Dynon Terminal (west end)

Sims Street Junction to North Dynon

Location Boundary
North Dynon Intermodal Teminal

North Dynon Agents Area

Dwarf Signals 92 &.94

Dwarf Signal 90

South Dynon Junction to Appleton Dock

Location
Boundary

Operations Terminal (west end)

Operations Terminal (east end)

Appleton Dock

Dwarf Signal 142

Dwarf Signal 236
Note: track on crossover between MOT No. 3 track and
MOT no. 2 track. beyond the last long timber and turnout
No. 235, does not form part of the ARTC Network. Dwarf
Signal 238, although beyond the ARTC boundary. fbrms
part of the ARTC Network.
Footscray Road Level Crossing

Othel'Areas

Location
Boundary

Track to NRC Wagon maintenance Centre

Locomotive Provisioning Centre (west end)

Locomotive Provisioning Centre (east end)

Sims Street Triangle

Dwarf Signal 154

Dwarf Signal 130

Dwarf Signal 128
Note: track between the last long timber trlrnout No. l27D
and the last long timber on turnout No. 123U, does not
form part of the ARTC Network.

Sims Street Junction
Weighbridge Junction
South Dynon Junction

*To the extent that such railway lines are orvned by ARTC or leased by Victorian Rail Track to ARTC.
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New South Wales Lgase

Part I

Mainline, crossing loops, dual gauge and turnouts as sutnrunriscd below and, lbr thç
svt¡idårlcs of rk¡uh{:o ns derrril¡erl i*l th* n*tryork ronliguration mnps incrorFçÍ$tsd ¡tr Part X:

1. ú48,0ûü krn Alburytto 59.-iüfJ km MacarthuÉ

1. Newcastle (Islington Junction)2 tô3.1)ätì hm on rire Dox,n l{r:lir:17Ðou,n lsliltgton l,oup;iUp
Irlirrgtnn Loo¡: i Sy'oodville Juuctìon tr: Islìng't*n Jnrr*tio¡Ì) uncl 164.ü¡{5 km cn t}re tjp and
Dnrvn iç{åÌns {lslingtat tr:r Hamiitcn)to 8?:.9tû kru Queensland Border (Border Loop
Tunnel)3.

2. 4?S.3tiû krn rprtfiern ilpex urcl 4?8.91ï) ltm s*uilrern apex of lhe iloot*rn¡.rrrdl:o West I liruryli:
t0 I i:ó.640 knr Broken Hilla

3. 14.l.500 lun¡rorthel'n*ndof nor"tht'o¡:k¿rncl t45.0iJ0kmsoutlrclnencl ol'south lblkatMoss
V¡rle .furrction to 91.û8ü lcnr Unanderfa2

*Excludes Sandgate Flyover (for the purposes ofllart ¡l Fricìlg Pnnsi¡:lcs only) and the follow.ing Newcastie Coál Ltni:s {¡:is
;ìn¡lotored ¡incl rfi:$çoktd i¡r {he nctrv¡rrk *rurtìgurrtt.ior r¡'r¡¡x illç.orpilüttei{ üt l}arT ? } ;

ARTC Sector

91 5 Islington JunctioiÌl - Scholey SÍeet Junction

917 Schotey Street Junction -Waratah (via Coal)

925 Wâratah - Hanbury Juñction (./ia Coal)

926 HanburyJunction-Sandgdte(viaCoal)

927 Hanbury Junction- Kooragang East Junçtion

911 Kooragang East Junction - Sandgate

936 g¿¡rtgals -Thomton (v.ia Coal)

937 Thûmton - Maitland (vía Coal)

944 Tela¡ah-Farlev

I To the extent rvhrrr* the railrvay linejoits ihot p¿rït oi the irìt:tçnrk leas*d b¡' Victcrrì*n llail "l rack to
ARTC..

:'l'¡"r the e-xtçnl rvhere the raìlrrny linr joi¡s thç rail ¡'rrtrirrlk orlned b"i' ItnilCarp.

l'Jì: t.lr* extsrlt \\'h*r¡l the milrray iin*.ir:ìns tlr* rail flet\\.ürk ou,ned by {}u*erisl¡ucl Rail.

i 'I'* tlle e:rtsnt rdt*rû tìrç ruilçay linc joins the lilil ttc¿nurli *r.rnrxl li¡* ,¿\llïC.
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